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Tuesday, October 18 of 2022

SPECIAL MESSAGE OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN FORMOSA,
GOIAS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

My beloved children,

I come here today, bringing in My Hands the Bloodied Heart of Jesus, because My Son cries out for
reparation in the face of war, conflict and the outrages that still exist in this world and in religions.

I come with the Bloodied Heart of My Son to ask you, in honor of His Divine and Holy Name, to
accompany Me, in sacrifice, in a special, non-public spiritual task, at the Light-Nucleus of Figueira
in San Carlos, the Nucleus of the Mother of the Alleviation of Suffering.

I need to arrive there to make known the importance of the realization of My request of the House
of Saint Lazarus, because through this House, your Heavenly Mother and Her Healing Angels will
bring spiritual relief to the human beings of this time, which everyone needs in this cycle.

I will go on a special pilgrimage to My House in San Carlos, to strengthen, in these times of
emergency, the project of the manifestation of that Home, just like I will bless the families and
children who are a part of the Fraternal Service Project.

My urgency is so that at least in some parts of the planet there may exist the presence of the Love of
God, of the Love that heals, that cures and that redeems the suffering of these times.

Dear children, in this way, in sacrifice, your Most Holy Mother will pilgrimage in the company of a
small group so that on October 25 this sacred task may be carried out, through a Special Apparition
of the Virgin Mary. 

My Son gave Me His Bloodied Heart, asking the Mother of Alleviation of Suffering to intercede for
souls who in this time have already condemned themselves. Therefore, the pain of My Son is
indescribable.

From now on I thank all those who can collaborate in any way possible so that this reserved and
special meeting may be fulfilled.

My beloved children, I would like to end by telling you that also on October 25 there will be a
special live transmission shared, to transmit what happened in San Carlos.

I thank you for following My Steps!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace

 


